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1. Introduction. Let f=fx,f2, • ■ • be a sequence of functions summable

on the measurable set E, and convergent on E to the summable function F.

If

lim    I fndx =   j Fdx
n—»»    J e J ß

the sequence is said to be integrable. If the above equality holds when the set

E is replaced by any measurable part of E the sequence is said to be com-

pletely integrable. These questions of integrability and complete integrability

have received considerable attention from various writers, f It has been

shown by VitaliJ that the equi-convergence§ of the sequence of integrals is

both necessary and sufficient for complete integrability. It would then follow

that this condition is sufficient for integrability. One can, however, easily

construct examples which show that it is not necessary. The chief aim of the

present paper is to determine conditions which are both necessary and suffi-

cient for the integrability of the sequence/. This is accomplished by methods

which yield, as special cases, some of the results already obtained by Vitali

and de la Vallée Poussin.

2. Definitions and preliminary results. In what follows, without again

making mention of it, we shall use e to denote any measurable sub-set of E.

We further define S {l, r¡), r/>0 and arbitrary, to be the part of E for which

\F—fn | <v {n^l), and C{1, r¡) its complement on E; e{l, n)+ and e{l, «)_ the

parts of C{1, y) for which /„^0,/„<0 respectively. It is easily verified that

these sets are measurable, and that mC{l, v) tends to zero as I becomes in-

finite. Finally we use g = gx, g2, ■ • ■ to denote a sub-sequence/„„/»„ • • • of/.

We shall have occasion to use
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A. Corresponding to e>0 there exists 5 >0 such that if me<ô then

f fnd>
J eS(l.l)

This readily follows from the summability of F and the fact that, on

S(l, n),fn = F+tn, where |*„ | <ij for »£/.

We now prove

I. /< is necessary and sufficient for the integr ability of f that for every v>0

lim   f      fndx = 0 (» è 0 •

To show that this is sufficient we write

\  f fndx -   fFdx\ ̂    f        \fn-F\dx+  f       \fn-F\dx.
IJ s Je J sa,]) Jc(i. to

We thus see that for / sufficiently large and for rj sufficiently small the left-

hand side of this inequality is arbitrarily small for all n ^ I.

The condition is also necessary. Obviously

f fndx   =    f Fdx+    ( (fn  - F)dx  -    f (fn~ F)dx.
Jct.1,1) Jc(i.v) Je Jsil,*)

Then for any r¡ and n ^ I, we have

(1) f fndx\è\    f Fdx\+\    f   (fn-F)dl
Jca.v) I      \Jc(i,v)       I      I Je

+ rimE.

Now if 0<r,'<r,, then C(l, n') contains C(l, v) and C(l, n') =C(l, v)+C(l, n')

•S(l, r¡) so that

f f„dx\   g        f fndx\+\    f fndx\

elf        fndx \ + vmC(l,v') +  f       \P\dx

g 2  f       \F\dx + \ f (Jn-F)dx\ + v'mE + vmC(l,n'),
JC(i,i,') I Je I

the last inequality following from (1) by replacing rj by n'. The necessity of

the condition follows at once from this inequality, since it is valid for all t)' <v

and since mC(l, r]') tends to zero as / becomes infinite.

3. The integral of/„ over e bounded in e and n.  We first prove
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B. If the sequence of functions f =fx,f2, • • ■ is summable on the measurable

set E, converges to the function F which is measurable on E, and is such that the

integral of '/„ over e is bounded in e and n, then F is summable on E.

Let M be the least upper bound of

/.'
/„| dx

for all e of E and all n. Further let EN be the part of E for which

- N ^F ^ N.

Then F will be summable on E if

/
F\dx

is bounded as to N. Now

J    | F | dx =    f | F | Ax +  j \F\dx

=    f ( \F - U I + I /» I )dx +  f | F | d*
JenS(1,v<> Jencii.i)

^ r,-mE + M + N-mC(l,r,).

Since wC(/, r;) approaches zero as I approaches infinity independently of N,

we have at once the desired boundedness.

If the sequence of integrals is equi-convergent then, obviously, the in-

tegral of/„ over e is bounded in e and n. We thus get

B'*. // the sequence of summable functions f converges on E to a measurable

function F, and if the sequence of integrals is equi-convergent, then F is sum-

mable.

If the sequence of integrals is not equi-convergent, by making use of A it

is easy to show that there exists X > 0 and a sequence of values «i, n2, ■ ■ ■ of

n such that either

fnidx > X or   I fmdx < — X     (h = nit i = 1, 2, ■ ■ ■ ).
•/<.<!,■ ,n()+ •* eOi.nO-

Assuming that the first holds we can select from the sequence w, a sub-

sequence m, such that for e arbitrary

* de la Vallée Poussin, loc. cit., Theorem I.
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fnjdx > X and I \fn.\dx<t.

Set e, = {C(lj, r¡)-C(lj+i, r,))e(lj, «,)+. Then

I fnjdx > X — e.
ei

Alsoei+e2+ • ■ ■ +c¡~i is contained in S(l¡, r¡) and in C(h, r¡), and eJ+x + ■ ■ •

is contained in C(li+X, 77). Hence if lx is taken sufficiently large and e=£,e¡,

we have both

I I FI dx < e,     and I fnjdx > X - 2e       (j = 1,2,- ■ ■),

which shows that the sequence is not completely integrable. In case f is such

that the sequence of integrals is equi-convergent, then, if E' is any measur-

able part of E, complete integrability readily follows from

f  I F - fn I dx =   f \F - f„\dx+  f I F - /„ I dx     (« è 0 •
JE' Je'SíI.v) Je'C(1,v)

We thus have

C*. If a sequence of summablefunctions converges on E to a summable func-

tion F, it is then necessary and sufficient for complete integrability that the se-

quence of integrals be equi-convergent.

Let g = gx, g2, • ■ • be any sub-sequence of/, and ô any positive number.

Let U(g, n, ô) and L(g, n, 8) be the least upper bound and greatest lower

bound respectively of

/
gidx (i = 1, 2, • • • ,"»)

for every e with me<b. It is evident that, for a given S, U(g, n, b) does not

decrease as w increases, and consequently, since the integral of /„ over e is

bounded in e and n, this function converges to a limit U(g, S). But U(g, ô) ^0,

and obviously does not increase as 5 decreases. Hence U(g, 5) converges to a

limit U(g). Dealing in a similar manner with the function L(g, n, 5) we ar-

rive at the corresponding limit L(g). It is now possible to prove

II. // the sequence of summable functions f converges on E to a measurable

function F, and if the integral off„ over e is bounded in n and e, it is then neces-

* See also de la Vallée Poussin, loe. cit., Theorem IV.
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sary and sufficient for the integrability of the sequence that U{g)+L{g) =0 for

every g.

That F is summable follows from B. To show that the conditions are

necessary, let/ be integrable and assume that U{g) +L{g) ¿¿0 for at least one

g. For the sake of definiteness let

(1) U{g) + L(g) = X > 0.

Making use of A it is possible to fix 5 so that both

(2) U(g,ô) + L(g,ô)>^,

and if me<5,

(3) /gndx
ñSíl.n'íeS(l.V)

X
< — (n 5; /).

4

Again, since the sequence is integrable, we can use I to fix / = /' for which bo,th

mC{l, r/)<o(i^r), and

(4) gndx
I •'C(I,.)

X
< — (n>l>V).

A ~    *

But for any l^l' it is evident that there exist e and n^l such that we have

f       gndx = U(g, ô) g   fgn dx + —
J e(I,n)+ Je 8

(5) =    I gndx +  j gndx +  J gndx +
J <!«(!,n)+ J ee(l.n)- JeS(l.v) 8

^    f        gndx + — (n^l^f).
Je(t.n)- A

Similarly we arrive at

(6) f        gndx --Ú L(g, 5) á   f       gndx       (n è I £ /')•
"'•(i,n)_ 4 >'«(l,n)-

But (5) and (6) combine to contradict (4). We conclude, therefore, that the

conditions of (2) are necessary.

The conditions are also sufficient. Suppose that, for every g, U{g) +L{g)

= 0. If/ is not integrable then I is denied, and we can assume the existence

of a number X>0 and two sequences lx, l2, ■ ■ • and nx, n2, ■ • • where ra<^¿¿

and such that either
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f        Uà
Jcdi.v)

(7) fnßx > X (i = 1, 2, ■ • • ),

or the left-hand side of (7) is less than —X. For definiteness suppose that (7)

holds. Let g, =/n,~ Fix 5 so that we have

(8) U(g,ô)+L(g,ô)<-,

and so that for me < 8 we also have

(9) | gidx
X

< —
4

Fix i = i' such that for ¿ è ¿', mC{U, rj) < 8. Then, obviously, we have

(10) U(g,ô) =   f g,d* (iè i').
J cOi.*i,+

By methods similar to those used in obtaining (5) it is possible to show that

(11) L(g,8) ^  f gidx--~ (i£ i').
J «(Ií,n,)_ I

But evidently (8), (10), and (11) can now be used to contradict (7).   We

conclude, therefore, that the conditions are sufficient.

If the sequence/is such that/« is uniformly bounded below, then L{g) =0

for every g. Furthermore, if the sequence is integrable, it follows from II that

for every g,U(g)= 0. But if, for every g, U{g) = L{g) = 0, it is evident that the

sequence of integrals is equi-convergent. We thus get

III. 7/ the sequence f converges on E to a measurable function F, and iff„ is

uniformly bounded below, or above, it is then necessary and sufficient for the

integrability of f that the sequence of integrals be equi-convergent*

We have seen that the equi-convergence of the sequence of integrals is

both necessary and sufficient for complete integrability. This, with III, gives

III'. If the sequence f is integrable, and is such thatfn is uniformly bounded

below, or uniformly bounded above, then f is completely integrable.

One might hope that the existence of the double limit „Zl {U{g, n, 8)

+L{g, n, 8) \ = 0 would prove to be both necessary and sufficient for integra-

bility. On account of II, it is evidently sufficient. An example shows that it

is not necessary.

* Cf. de la Vallée Poussin, loc. cit., p. 448.
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Let en be a sequence of distinct measurable sets on E with a single limit

point not belonging to any set of the sequence, and such that men tends to

zero monotonically. Let ei be a similar sequence distinct from en with a

single limit point not belonging to any set of either sequence, and with

mei =2we„. Let X be any positive real number, and let/„=X/me„ on en,

/„ = —\/(2men) on ei, and/„ = 0 elsewhere on E. We see that/„converges to

zero, and for each n the integral of/„ over E is zero. But for every S >0 and

every n it is possible to find 5' <Ô and n'^n such that

(1) U(f, n', Ô') + L(f, n', à')=j-

Let 8 and n be given.  Take n'^n and such that men- <8, and fix 8' = men>.

Then U(f,n', 8') =X,andZ(/,n', 8') = -8'\/meJ = -X/2,and these give (1).

4. The integral of/„ over e not bounded in n and e.   We prove

IV. If the sequence of summable functions f converges on E to the summable

function F, it is necessary and sufficient for the integrability of the sequence that

corresponding to every g off and every e > 0 there is a number S„€ > 0 such that for

ô < 8„, it is possible to find n = n¡for which \ U(g, n, ô) +L(g, n, 8) | < e (n^n¡).

Let/ be integrable. Suppose that for some g the conditions of IV do not

hold. If for this g it so happens that for every 8 only one of the functions

U(g, n, 8), L(g, n, 8) is unbounded in n, it is very easy to show that I is con-

tradicted. If for every S both these functions are bounded, then the methods

of II can be used to contradict I. We thus have to consider only the case for

which both these functions are, for every 8, unbounded in n. In such a case

there exists a number X>0 and independent of S, and for each 5 a sequence

of values nx, n2, ■ ■ • of n for which either

•(1) U(g, m, 8) + L(g, m, 8) > X (i-1,2, •••),

or the left-hand side of (1) is less than —X. For the sake of definiteness let

(1) hold. Since X is independent of 8 we can consider only such values of 8

that for me < 8 we have

(2) I gndx
J eSa.v)

X
< — (n^l).

4

Since for any S both the functions involved in (1) become monotonically in-

finite with i, it is possible to choose from »< a sub-sequence «,- such that

(3) U(g, n,, 8) > U(g, »,-_!, 5) + —
4
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and

X
(4) L(g, n¡, 8) < L(g, «,_!, 8) - —

A

both hold. It then follows from (3) that there exists some nj where n,_i^»/

^ «,-, and some e,- with me < 8, for which

X
x

gnjdx > U(g, n¡, S) - —
4

Then, by making use of (2) and the methods used in obtaining (5) and (6) in

the proof of II, we arrive at

C > x
(5) I gnjdx > U(g, nh 8) - — ■

J e(i,n')+ 2

But for/ sufficiently large, me{l, »/ )_ < 8{l = »/), and then we evidently have

(6) JgB;.¿x ^ ¿(g, «,-, s).
e(i,n/')-

But (5), (6), and (1) can now be used to contradict I. We conclude, therefore,

that the conditions of IV are necessary.

In order to show that the conditions are sufficient, let IV hold and suppose

that/ is not integrable. Then I is denied. Consequently, there exists a num-

ber X>0 and two sequences lx, l2, ■ ■ ■ and nx, n2, ■ ■ ■ where »,- = /i and such

that either

(i) f    fnidx > x a = i, 2, • • • )
Jcd¡,,-¡

holds, or the left side of (1) is less than —X. For the sake of definiteness as-

sume that (1) holds, and set gi=fni- It is then possible, by methods similar

to those we have used above, to show that the hypotheses of IV are contra-

dicted. This leads to the conclusion that the conditions of IV are sufficient.

The example given above can easily be modified to show that when the

integral of fn over e is unbounded the double limit „T?« { U{g, n, 8) +L{g, n, 8) )

= 0 is not necessary for integrability.
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